
ADMISSION The Chinese have a story based on three or four thousand years of
civilization. Two Chinese coolies were arguing heatedly in the midst of a crowd.^ A
stranger expressed surprise that no blows were being struck. His Chinese friend replied,
"The man who strikes first admits that his ideas have given out."

If we could read the secret history of our
enemies, we shouldfind ineach one's life sor
row and suffering enough to disarm all
hostility.

HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW

•It takes two to make a quarrel.
—English Proverb

•If there is no wind, will the trees
.,quiver?v\ Proveib

•Two jafmot fall out if one does not
choose. -—Spanish Proveib

•An argumentis the longestdtitance
between two points of view.

—•Dan Bennett
•A long dispute means thatboth par

ties are wrong. -Voltaire

•Drop the subject when you cannot
agree: there is no need to be bitter because
you know you areright —Thoughts

•I hate a quarrel because it interrupts
•an argument

•No man resolved to make the most of
himself canspare time for personal con
tention. Killing the dog will not cure the

—Lincoln

•Least said, soonest mended.
—English Proverb

•If we must disagree, let's disagree
without beingdisagreeable.

_ —L.B. Johnson

Being Fair
Beats Being
Competitive

The means justify the means. The
approach to a problem is more im
portant than Its solution.

Competition doesn't create character, it ex
poses it. —
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Sports do not build character. They reveal it.
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•Force isall-conquering, but its victo-
nes are short lived. -Lincoln

-Heywood Hale Broun
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Never get angry. Never make a threat.
Reason with people.

-Don Corleone, in the Godfathe:
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"Keep that up and you won't have any friends left!

!Acrisis is when you can't say "let's
Jorge, the whole thin"."

"Problems start with an
inability to confront

anything. Whether we
apply this to domestic
quarrels or to insects,
to^arbage dumps or

Picasso, one can always
trace the beginningofany

existingproblem to an
unwillingness to confront."

LRonHubbard

Tou call it, heads or tails," he said to the
other. "The one who wins the toss, divides the
land."

"That's no solution," said one of the
brothers. "We're right back where we started
from."

"Not so," said the rabbi. "The one who wins
the toss divides the land; but the other gets
first choice."

IN his books, the psychiatrist
Frederick Peris stresses the impor
tance of what he calls owning our

own projections—understanding how
we attribute to others what we secretly
are, want, need, or fear. The person
who cannot e.xpress his aggressive im
pulses will see the world as a threaten
ing place, failing to realize that the
sense of threat comes from within; the
person who is jreedy but won't admit
it will see himself as a benefactor, and
accuse others of making' incessant
demands.
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